Rapid, continuous streaking of tremor in Cascadia
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Abstract:

Nonvolcanic tremor is a recently-discovered weak seismic signal associated with slow slip on a fault plane, and has potential to answer many questions about how faults move. Its spatiotemporal distribution, however, is complex, varies over different time scales, and the causal physical mechanisms remain unclear. Here, we use a beam-backprojection method to show rapid, continuous, slip-parallel streaking of tremor over time scales of several minutes to an hour during the May 2008 episodic tremor and slip event in Cascadia subduction zone. The streaks propagate across distances up to 65 km, primarily parallel to the slip direction of the subduction zone, both up and down-dip at velocities ranging from 30 to 200 km/hr. We explore mainly two models that may explain continuous tremor streaking. The first involves interaction of slowly migrating creep front with slip-parallel linear structures on the fault. The second is pressure-driven fluid flow through structurally controlled conduits on the fault. Both can be consistent with the observed propagation velocities and geometries, although the second one requires unlikely condition. In addition, we put this new observation in the context of our previous
observations of spatiotemporal patterns of tremor distribution over different time scales.

**Introduction**

Episodic tremor and slip (ETS) in Cascadia provides an excellent opportunity to study the transition zone seismicity that takes the form of nonvolcanic tremor (NVT). Slow slip events may contribute to seismic hazard analyses, as they occur downdip of the locked part of the subduction fault, which produces large and destructive earthquakes. Geodetic observations during a slow slip episodes delineate slipping patches on the plate boundary smoothed over several days in time, and several tens of kms in space. But recent high-resolution observations from a dense seismic array indicate a more complex evolution of NVT (and therefore ETS) spanning over a broad range of time and length scales [Ghosh *et al.*, 2009b; Ghosh *et al.*, 2010]. Hence, understanding styles of NVT propagation across a range of length and time scales may give new insight into the tremor mechanism, and help clarify the physics of slow slip events.

The broad region of tremor activity is well mapped by envelope cross correlation (ECC) methods [e.g., Nadeau and Dolenc, 2005; Obara, 2002; Wech and Creager, 2008]. But the spatial resolution of ECC methods does not resolve fine-scale spatiotemporal details of NVT evolution. Different patterns of tremor migration possibly indicate complex interactions of various processes that govern the subduction boundary system. Interestingly, it appears that tremor behavior
markedly varies over the time scales of observation. Over time scales of several days, tremor activity releases moment from several distinct patches [Ghosh et al., 2009b]. Over time scales of several hours, slip-parallel bands of tremor activity migrate along-strike with a velocity of ~10 km/day [Ghosh et al., 2010]. Over the time scale of several minutes, low-frequency earthquake (LFE) activity suggests sporadic faster tremor migration in the western Shikoku, Japan subduction zone [Shelly et al., 2007a], and beneath the San Andreas Fault, near Parkfield [Shelly, 2009]. How these different NVT behaviors are linked to produce the overall large-scale ETS activity is poorly understood.

Here, we show rapid, continuous, slip-parallel faster tremor migration that produces streaks of tremor within an ETS event in Cascadia, and explore the physics of two simple models for generating such tremor migration over the time scale of several minutes to an hour. In addition, we combine different elements of spatiotemporal tremor distribution (i.e., tremor streaks, bands, and moment patches), illustrate their relationship with each other, and the slow slip event, and provide a more complete picture of tremor distribution in space and time.

**Data and method**

We use seismic recordings of the May 2008 ETS event in northern CSZ by an 84-element, small-aperture, vertical-component seismic array, henceforth, the Big Skidder array. It was installed on the Olympic Peninsula, Washington, USA, above the migration path of this ETS event [Ghosh et al., 2009b] (Figure 1). We use
our beam-backprojection (BBP) method [Ghosh et al., 2009b] to detect and locate tremor. The BBP method applied here stacks and beamforms 3-8 Hz seismic energy using 5-minute sliding time windows with 50% overlap. Tremor is detected and located from the beamformer output assuming that NVT is occurring at the plate interface. There is a growing consensus that tremor occurs at the plate interface as a result of shear slip on the fault plane [Brown et al., 2009; Ghosh et al., 2009a; La Rocca et al., 2009; Rubinstein et al., 2007; Shelly et al., 2006; Shelly et al., 2007b; Shelly et al., 2009], although a complete unanimity is yet to be reached [Kao et al., 2005]. The BBP method can detect up to four times more tremor than ECC method during the period of weak tremor activity [Ghosh et al., 2009b], gives high resolution in relative tremor location, and thus tracks tremor in space and time in great detail. The configuration of the Big Skidder array, the BBP method, and the validity of the assumptions are discussed at length by Ghosh et al. [2009b].

**Observations: tremor streaks**

We track NVT activity continuously during the May 2008 ETS event in northern CSZ using the BBP method to reveal some hitherto unseen features of tremor migration in Cascadia. Over the time scale of several minutes to an hour or so, tremor propagates rapidly, and near-continuously (please see the animation in the dynamic content) with velocities ranging from 30 to 200 km/hr. This is in contrast to the ECC tremor locations that show flickering NVT activity jumping randomly within a larger tremor-active region. While we observe nearly continuous
rapid streaking of tremor using the BBP method in Cascadia, rapid tremor propagation observed using LFE method in western Shikoku, Japan, appears to be sporadic [Shelly et al., 2007a]. This discrepancy could be caused by the limited number of identifiable LFE templates used so far to locate tremor in Japan.

Over two-minute time scale, tremor usually migrates either up- or down-dip parallel to the overall slip direction of the CSZ (Figure 2a). Occasionally, tremor also migrates rapidly along-strike, or persists in a small area. A histogram of tremor migration velocity between two consecutive locations reveals dominant velocities of 30-90 km/hr (Figure 2b). The tail of the histogram is difficult to interpret as it possibly contains significant contribution from tremor jumps, e.g., jumps from the end of a streak to the start of another or two tremor sources significantly separated in space but active simultaneously. Short-term tremor migration shows a streaky nature in general, with varied degree of continuity (Figure 3). Similar analysis over five-minute time scale produces the same general features.

A number of conspicuous tremor streaks are identified by visual inspections, and cataloged for further analysis. We define streaks as the rapid tremor migration that show reasonable continuity in space and time, last at least 10 minutes, and propagate more than 10 km horizontally. Using these criteria, we are able to identify 27 streaks (S1) that are recorded by our short-lived Big Skidder array. Examples of two such distinct tremor streaks are shown in Figure 1b and c. Over short time scales, individual streaks can show a complex migration pattern, as opposed to a perfectly constant velocity from start to finish. They can change
velocity, propagate back-and-forth, and even change direction of propagation (Figure 1b and c), although we do not find any systematic variation. Collectively, the majority of the catalog consists of unilaterally propagating slip-parallel streaks (21 out of 27, Figure 4a), which are also the longest, and most prominent ones. Most of the streaks propagate at velocities ranging between 30 and 110 km/hr, with a peak around 70 km/hr (Figure 4b). The directional rose diagram (Figure 4a), and the velocity histogram (Figure 4b) generated from the streak catalog are essentially a crude reflection of similar analysis done with the consecutive tremor locations with 2-minute windows (Figure 2), suggesting that the streak catalog is able to capture the main features of short-term tremor migration reasonably well. About 80% of the tremor streaks lasted less than half an hour, but we do observe streaks that continue propagating for nearly two hours (Figure 4d). A histogram of the lengths of the streaks shows a broad peak, with about 85% being less than 40 km (Figure 4c). Occasionally, tremor propagates rapidly for more than 50 km.

Slip-parallel streaking is interesting considering that the tremor bands associated with the long-term, along-strike, slower tremor migration also align themselves parallel to the overall slip direction in this part of the subduction zone [Ghosh et al., 2010]. Moreover, slip-parallel streaking tremor slowly migrates along-strike south to north coinciding with the shifting tremor bands (Figure 5). The tremor streaks often light up the tremor moment patches [Ghosh et al., 2009b] by a combination of increased relative moment release, and longer residence time within the patches. In addition, the streaks tend to propagate along the same track multiple
times. Figure 6 shows an example of such repeating propagation-tracks, along which tremor streaks propagate at least 3 times in less than 1 hour.

**Exploring possible mechanisms of streak propagation**

While the observations are clear and intriguing, unraveling the driving mechanism behind continuous tremor streaking is challenging; especially given that the tremor activity shows remarkable variability in velocities over different time scales. In addition, the strikingly slip-parallel tremor migration, and repeating propagation-tracks of streaking tremor suggest a strong control of geologic structure over tremor propagation-track. Over longer time-scales, along-strike migration of slip-parallel tremor bands with a velocity of \( \sim 10 \text{ km/day} \) has been attributed to progressive slow slip and resulting stress transfer on the fault plane [Ghosh et al., 2010]. Invoking a similar stress transfer mechanism for rapid tremor migration over short time scale (tremor streak) might be appealing. For instance, each tremor event in a streaking sequence could be the result of stress induced by its preceding events [Shelly et al., 2007a]. Although simple, this model, however, cannot decipher an important piece of the puzzle: why does stress transfer act at different velocities over different time scales, all much slower than elastic waves?

Here, we explore different alternative models that might be able to produce continuous, rapid tremor streaking over short time scales during an ETS event.

In unraveling this puzzle, it is important to note that the slip, and dip direction of the plate interface model differ by up to 35° in this region. It has long
been known that fault surface exposures show prominent linear striations, corrugations/mullions [Smith, 1975; 1977], and ridge-and-groove structures with their long-axis parallel to the slip direction [Power and Tullis, 1992; Resor and Meer, 2009; Rubin et al., 1999; Sagy et al., 2007]. One possibility is that tremor propagates along these slip-parallel, linear features on the fault plane to produce the observed continuous slip-parallel streaking activity. We propose a scenario with heterogeneity similar to Ando et al. [2010], in which the rheological and geometric distinction of the corrugations/ridges preferentially gives rise to rapidly propagating slip-parallel tremor streaks as the creep front sweeps across the ridges (Figure 7a).

To evaluate the scenario, we calculate the geometrical constraints required for the corrugation/ridges to explain the propagation velocity of tremor streaks. The long-term migration can result from a creep front slowly migrating along-strike with its leading edge approximately parallel to the slip direction [Ghosh et al., 2010]. If tremor streaks mostly occur along the linear slip-parallel structures on the fault plane, a small difference in the angles between the linear structures and the migrating creep front will produce tremor streaks that propagate rapidly in approximately the slip-parallel direction. The relationship between the angle, and migration velocities is given by:

$$\theta = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{V_L}{V_S}\right)$$
where, $\theta$ is the angle between the linear structures and the migrating creep front, $V_L$ is the long-term (creep front) velocity, and $V_S$ is the short-term (streak) velocity. Indeed, $\sim 0.5^\circ$ difference in the angle can produce a streak propagating at $\sim 50$ km/hr, the typical propagation velocity of the tremor streaks. This model is based on the geometrical features of the plate interface, and does a good job of connecting slower long- and faster short-term tremor migrations with essentially the same driving mechanism, but does not address the occasional short-term faster along-strike migration that has been seen both in CSZ, and western Shikoku, Japan.

A different approach can be taken by considering the possibility that the two very different natures and velocities of tremor migration may be a result of different driving mechanisms. We consider fluid migration through a conduit as a mechanism to generate rapidly propagating tremor streaks. Periodic breaking of impermeable cap rock, and the resulting fluid release at the subduction interface has been suggested as an explanation to the periodic nature of ETS events [Audet et al., 2009]. In this model, during an ETS event, fluid breaks the thin cap rock at the interface when the pressure is sufficiently high, releasing high-pressure fluid at the interface. This creates the pressure gradient along the interface, as pore pressure is still hydrostatic just above the cap rock (i.e., the plate interface). The released fluid finds the easiest way to flow, and gushes through the conduit made available by striations and grooves on the fault plane. As fluid flows through the conduits along the interface, it exerts pressure on the conduit wall. As a result, it perturbs effective normal stress, and may trigger shear failure on the interface, producing the
observed rapidly propagating tremor (Figure 7b). This model has the potential to explain the propagation velocity of tremor streaks, and is consistent with the inferred presence of high fluid pressure near tremor-active region [Audet et al., 2009; Hyndman and Peacock, 2003; Peacock, 2009; Shelly et al., 2006].

We now calculate the conditions required to move fluids at the observed migration speed. Fluids move very slowly by diffusion, but pressure-driven fluid flow through structurally-controlled conduits is much faster. Near-lithostatic pore pressure just beneath the plate interface near the ETS zone has been inferred from slow shear-wave speeds [Audet et al., 2009; Shelly et al., 2006]. Hence, the estimated pressure difference across the plate interface would be, assuming hydrostatic pressure above the interface:

$$(\rho_{crust} - \rho_{water})gh = 0.63 GPa$$

where $\rho_{crust}$ is the density of the crust (2800 kg/m$^3$), $\rho_{water}$ is the density of the water (1000 kg/m$^3$). $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity (10 m/s$^2$), and $h$ is depth below the surface (35 km). The high Reynolds number indicates a turbulent flow regime in this case. Turbulent flow of a Newtonian fluid, like water, flowing through a pipe is governed by the following equation [Turcotte and Schubert, 2002]:

$$\bar{u} = \left( \frac{4 \times 2^{1/4}}{0.3164} \right) \left( -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{dp}{dx} \right)^{1/7} R^{1/7} \frac{\rho}{\mu}$$

where, $\bar{u}$ is mean fluid velocity, $\rho$ is density of the fluid, $dp$ is the pressure difference across the length of the pipe, $dx$ is the length of the pipe, $R$ is the radius of the pipe, and $\mu$ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. Modeling of a Newtonian
viscous fluid (water) with dynamic viscosity ($\mu$) of $10^{-4}$ Pa-s and water density ($\rho$) of 1000 kg/m$^3$ flowing through a 25 km long conduit with 0.63 GPa pressure drop across its length requires a conduit of radius 1.4 cm to produce flow velocity on the order of 50 km/hr, as observed for the rapid, short-term tremor migration.

The least constrained parameter in this model is the radius of the conduits. The dominant slip-parallel direction for rapid tremor migration is possibly guided by slip-parallel linear structures developed on the fault interface. Although, we used 25 km as a typical value for the length of tremor streaks in our model, we do occasionally observe streaks that propagate more than 50 km. For example, Figure 1c shows a tremor streaks propagating 60 km in the slip parallel direction. In this case, we need a conduit with a radius of 1.6 cm, which is not much different from what we get using the typical values. According to our model, it is possible move fluid through a conduit as long as 60 km if sufficient high-pressure fluid exists in the system. Studies of crustal faults that witnessed slip up to 1 km show meter-scale elevation difference in the fault surface topography (ridge-and-groove structure) [e.g., Sagy et al., 2007]. Hence, it is conceivable that a subduction fault at a depth of 35 km with thousands of kms slip has linear slip-parallel corrugations with cm-scale fault surface topography. We also observe tremor streaks repeating the same track multiple times. Tracks/conduits that are particularly favorable for streaking, combined with locally persistent zone of high fluid pressure may produce repeating streaks.
This fluid flow model requires long pathways/conduits (up to 65 kms long streak is observed in this study) for rapidly flowing fluids. Such long, continuous conduits/fractures in the tremor-active region, however, seems unlikely. Perhaps networks of conduits/fractures are involved, and propagation of pressure pulses rather than fluid flow controls tremor migration. Investigating such complications are beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, although crude, the fluid flow model presented here would reconcile the different styles and velocities of tremor migration over different time scales. In addition, the occasional along-strike streaks could be explained by similar rapid fluid flow through isolated fractures aligned along-strike, possibly created at the outer-rise. Models based on rate-and-state friction law [Rubin, Designer friction laws for bimodal slow slip propagation speeds, submitted in G-Cubed], dilatancy [Segall and Bradley, 2009], and migrating fluid pulse could perhaps accommodate the observations of rapidly propagating tremor streaks, and provide still more valuable alternatives.

**Combining spatiotemporal scales**

Near-continuous streaking tremor, and the observations of tremor bands, and patches in Cascadia provide us with a unique opportunity to paint a more complete picture of the spatiotemporal distribution of tremor during an ETS event in Cascadia (Figure 8). Here, we combine the observations of spatiotemporal tremor distribution made in our previous studies [Ghosh et al., 2009b; Ghosh et al., 2010] with the tremor streaks presented in this paper, discuss their relationship, and put
them together in the context of the overall variability of tremor behavior observed over different time scales.

Tremor distribution varies remarkably over different time scales. Over time scales of several minutes to an hour or so, tremor appears as near-continuously propagating streaks, which is associated with the short-term tremor migration, and seems to be the fundamental element of tremor distribution in space and time. In this case, tremor migrates rapidly (velocity \( \sim 30-200 \text{ km/hr} \)), and follows slip-parallel, possibly structurally controlled tracks on the fault interface. On the other hand, over time scales of several hours to a day, tremor activity organizes itself as elongated slip-parallel bands [Ghosh et al., 2010]. These tremor bands sweep Cascadia along-strike from south to north at a velocity of \( \sim 10 \text{ km/day} \), constituting long-term tremor migration. Tremor bands may illuminate slowly slipping strips on the plate interface. The resulting progressive along-strike transfer of stress may be responsible for long-term tremor migration. Along-strike shifting of streaking tremor activity with tremor bands (Figure 5), and their common slip-parallel alignment denote a close relationship between these two elements associated with short- and long-term tremor migrations. It suggests that slip-parallel tremor bands may be composed of multiple rapidly propagating slip-parallel tremor streaks. On the other hand, the uneven moment release within each tremor band (Figure 9) produces tremor moment patches that release much of the tremor moment during an ETS event, and are observed over time scale of several days to weeks. Moment
patches may represent a heterogeneous plate interface with patches of low frictional coefficient and/or wet spots [Ghosh et al., 2009b].

More recently, rapid reversals of tremor (RTRs) have been observed during several ETS events in Cascadia [Houston et al., submitted to Nature Geoscience]. They propagate at an average velocity of 10 km/hr, which is slower than tremor streak, but faster than tremor bands. In the range of time scales presented here (Figure 8), they typically fall between the tremor streaks and bands. The contrast between the slow advance of ETS and the more rapid reverse migration implies a healing process that acts over days to months, governing the migration rate. Whether RTRs may also be composed of tremor streaks is a question we do not have sufficient data to answer.

**Summary and Conclusions**

We show continuous, slip-parallel tremor migration over short times (~1 hour), producing rapidly propagating (~50 km/hr) tremor streaks during an ETS event in Cascadia. We explored possible models that may explain such rapid, continuous streaking of tremor: interaction of slip-parallel corrugation with a migrating creep front, and fluid flow through slip-parallel conduits. By combining these different elements of spatiotemporal tremor distribution (i.e., tremor moment patches, bands, and streaks) observed over different time scales, we are able to present a more complete picture of tremor distribution in space and time. It may
eventually lead toward a unified view of spatiotemporal tremor distribution as new elements are discovered, and added to this picture.
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Figure captions:

Figure 1: Location map, and tremor streaks: colored circles in the maps represent tremor locations. Time is color-coded to show tremor migration. Black solid square marks the Big Skidder array. Arrow indicates overall slip direction of CSZ. Dashed contour lines shows plate interface depth in km. Gray patches in (a) and (b) show tremor moment patches; darker the patch, higher the moment release. (a) Location map of the study area. Lines AB, and CD are oriented parallel, and perpendicular to the slip direction, respectively, and used to generate Figure 3. Inset shows the station distribution of the Big Skidder array. (b) Slip-parallel tremor streak showing rapid down-dip short-term migration of tremor with a horizontal velocity of 60 km/hr. Inset shows station distribution of the Big Skidder array. (c) Slip-parallel tremor streak rapidly propagating up-dip with a horizontal velocity of 35 km/hr.

Figure 2: (a) Rose diagram showing dominant direction of continuous, rapid tremor migration is parallel to the overall slip-direction of CSZ (arrow). Peripheral numbers are propagation azimuths in degrees, and radial numbers are counts of tremor
windows. (b) Histogram of tremor velocity between adjacent time windows. The diagram are constructed using all the tremor locations for May 6 and 7, 2008, when tremor was strong and virtually continuous under the Big Skidder array. 2-minute time windows are used to get good statistics. Independent windows are used to avoid any possible artifacts due to time overlap. Propagation direction, and velocity are calculated between two adjacent tremor time windows.

Figure 3: Tremor distribution in space-time domain. X- and Y-axis represent time, and distance along the line AB in Figure 1a, respectively. Distance increases from A to B. Distance along the line CD in Figure 1a is color-coded. Distance increases from C to D. Note the overall streaky nature of short-term tremor migration.

Figure 4: Statistics of the tremor streaks identified, and cataloged. 27 tremor streaks are used to generate the statistics. (a) Rose diagram showing the direction of propagation. (b), (c), and (d) shows histograms of velocity, length, and duration respectively.

Figure 5: Each of the four panels shows 12 hours of tremor locations (gray solid circles) using beam-backprojection method. Colored arrows indicate velocity and direction of rapid tremor streaking during each time segment. Velocity is color-coded. Note that slip-parallel tremor streaking activity moves along-strike with slip-
parallel tremor bands [Ghosh et al., 2010]. Bold black arrow indicates the slip
direction of CSZ, and black square marks Big Skidder array.

Figure 6: Tremor streaks repeat the same track multiple times: colored circles
represent tremor locations. Time is color-coded to show tremor migration. Black
solid square marks the Big Skidder array. Arrow indicates overall slip direction of
CSZ. Black rectangle with the long axis parallel to the slip direction is for reference.
The times above each map marks the start of the tremor propagation.

Figure 7: (a) Schematic diagram showing the interaction between the creep front
and slip-parallel linear structure to produce tremor streak. Gray shading represents
the creep front that moves slowly (~10 km/day) along-strike, which is associated
with long-term tremor migration. Dashed lines shows the leading edge of the creep
front migrating with time. The red line marks linear slip-parallel structure on the
fault, which makes a small angle with the leading edge of the creep front. As the
creep front slowly moves in the direction of the black arrow, it generates tremor
along the red line (linear structure) producing rapidly propagating tremor streak.
The green arrow marks the streak propagation direction. (b) Schematic diagram
depicting fluid flow-triggered shear slip causing streaking tremor: pressure driven
fluid flow through a conduit. The diagram shows a small region in the ETS zone with
near-lithostatic fluid pressure (P₁) beneath the cap rock (plate interface). Fluid
pressure is hydrostatic (P₂) everywhere just above the interface. When thin cap rock
at the interface breaks, the pressure difference along the interface (escape conduit) is $P_1 - P_2 = 0.63$ GPa. Fluid flow through the conduit is driven by this pressure difference. As fluid flows through the conduit, it perturbs the effective normal stress, and trigger shear failure.

Figure 8: A unified view of tremor distribution in time and space: a time scale ($\log_{10}$) is shown at the top; time increases left to right. The maps show different elements of spatiotemporal tremor distribution observed over different time scales. Positions of the maps along the time scale approximately correspond to the time scales over which these elements are typically observed. Arrow in each map indicates slip direction of CSZ. Black solid square marks the Big Skidder array. (a) Slip-parallel tremor streak. Colored circles represent tremor locations. Time is color-coded to show rapid tremor migration over short time scale. (b) Slip-parallel tremor bands defining the long-term slower (~10 km/day) along-strike tremor migration over time-scales of hours to a day. Solid colored circles are tremor locations. Blue, pink, and green locations define the tremor bands [Ghosh et al., 2010]. Faint yellow locations fall outside the tremor bands. Continuous slip-parallel streaking of tremor produces the tremor bands. (c) Relative band-limited tremor moment patches that release much of the seismic moment during an ETS event [Ghosh et al., 2009b]. Uneven moment release within each band produces tremor patches.
Figure 9: Blue, pink, and green solid circles are tremor locations that define three tremor bands [Ghosh et al., 2010]. Gray locations fall outside the tremor bands. Contour lines show band-limited tremor moment patches [Ghosh et al., 2009b]. Note blue and pink tremor bands tightly contain three most prominent tremor relative moment patches. Black square marks Big Skidder array.
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